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This invention relates to a combination photograph 
easel and mailing folder or envelope unit. 

In the photographic art, it is frequently desired to pro 
vide means by which a photograph may be easily and 
readily mailed. Also, in the photographic art it is de 
sired to have means by which a photograph may be 
mounted in an easel type of structure. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a unit which 
forms a folder or envelope in which a photograph may 
be mailed and which unit is readily convertible into an 
ease to support the photograph for viewing thereof. 

It is another object of this invention to provide such 
a unit which may be constructed at relatively low costs, 
is durable, and long-lived. 

Other objects and advantages reside in the construction 
of parts, the combination thereof, the method of manu 
facture, and the mode of operation, as will become more 
apparent from the following description. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a plan view showing a body of material 

formed so as to constitute a step in the construction of a 
unit of this invention. 
FIGURE 2 is a plan view showing the reverse side of 

the structure of FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 3 is a perspective view showing another step 

in the construction of the unit of this invention. 
FIGURE 4 is a perspective view illustrating a step in 

the formation of the unit as an envelope or folder for 
mailing a photograph. 
FIGURE 5 is a perspective view illustrating another 

step in the formation of the unit as a mailing folder or 
envelope. 
FIGURE 6 is a perspective view showing the unit as 

a mailing folder or envelope for a photograph. 
FIGURE 7 illustrates a step in the formation of the 

unit as an easel. 
FIGURE 8 is a perspective view showing another step 

in the formation of the unit as an easel. 
FIGURE 9 is a perspective view, with parts broken 

away, showing the unit in the form of an easel. 
Referring to the drawings in detail, a combination 

photograph easel and mailing envelope unit of this in 
vention comprises a strip or body 16 of material, prefer 
ably card stock material or the like. The strip or body 
16 is an elongate member which may be cut from a larger 
sheet by any suitable process. 
The strip 16 has a tab 18 at one end thereof which is 

attached to a flap portion 20. The flap portion 20 is 
joined to a first portion 22 which, in turn, is joined to a 
Second portion 24, and which, in turn, is joined to a third 
portion 26. 
The third portion 26 has an opening or window 28 

therethrough. The second portion 24 has a pair of par 
allel slits, or slots 30 and 32 therethrough. For pur 
poses of discussion, the surface of the strip 16 shown in 
FIGURE 1 is the front surface thereof and the reverse 
Surface of the strip 16 is shown in FIGURE 2, 
The front Surface of the first portion 22 is shown as 

being provided with printed matter. Also, the reverse 
surface of the Second portion 24 and the reverse surface 
of the flap portion 20 are shown provided with printed 
matter. 
Broken lines 40, 42, 44, and 46 which are shown as 

Separating the portions 26, 24, 22, 20, and 18 of the 
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strip 16 may be visible or invisible and may, if desired, 
consist of score lines of any suitable type. 

In providing a mounting pocket for retaining a photo 
graph. 50, the third portion 26 is folded over the front 
surface of the second portion 24, the fold occuring along 
the line 40. The front surface of the third portion 26 is 
attached to the front surface of the second portion 24 
in any suitable manner. Herein, the front surface of the 
portion 24 is shown in FIGURE 3 as being provided 
with adhesive material 52 along the upper and lower 
edges thereof for securing the portion 26 to the portion 
24. 

Thus, a pocket is provided between the portions 26 
and 24 within which the photograph. 50 is retained. The 
photograph. 50 is visible through the opening or window 
28 in the third portion 26, as shown in FIGURE 4. 
The printed matter on the forward surface of the 

portion 22, as shown, relates to a birth announcement so 
that the photograph. 50 may be a new baby picture. 
As shown in FIGURE 5, the pocket section formed by 

the portions 24 and 26 may be folded on the line 42 and 
be disposed adjacent the portion 22. Then, as shown in 
FIGURE 6, the flap 20 is folded about the line 44 and 
the tab 18 is inserted into the slot 30 of the portion 24. 
In this manner, a mailing folder or envelope for the 
photograph. 50 is provided. 
The printed matter on the reverse surface of the flap 

20 and the printed matter on the reverse surface of the 
portion 24 provide a form for address, return address, 
and stamp position of the mailing envelope. 

After the mailing envelope is received by the addressee, 
it may be opened as shown in FIGURE 7. Then, the 
portion 22 is folded back behind the portion 24, as shown 
in FIGURE 8. Then the flap 20 is folded with respect 
to the portion 22 and the tab 18 is folded about the line 
46 and inserted through the slot 32, as shown in FIGURE 
9. The tab 18 is thus disposed intermediate the portions 
24 and 26 but is not visible through the opening or win 
dow 28. Thus, only the photograph. 50 is visible through 
the opening or window 28 as the photograph. 50 is car 
ried by the easel structure of this invention. 

Thus, the structure of this invention comprises both a 
mailing folder or envelope for a photograph and also 
comprises an easel for the photograph. 
Although the preferred embodiment of the device has 

been described, it will be understood that within the 
purview of this invention various changes may be made 
in the form, details, proportion and arrangement of parts, 
the combination thereof and mode of operation, which 
generally stated consist in a device capable of carrying 
out the objects set forth, as disclosed and defined in the 
appended claims. 
The invention thus having been described, the fol 

lowing is claimed: 
1. A combination photograph easel and mailing folder 

comprising: 
an elongate substantially rectangular body of card 

stock material having a plurality of laterally aligned 
portions, there being a first portion, a second por 
tion, and a third portion, the portions being substan 
tially equal in area, one of the longitudinal edges of 
the rectangular body forming a bottom edge, 

a flap extending laterally from the first portion, 
a tab attached to the flap and extending laterally 

therefrom, the third portion having an opening therethrough, the 
Second portion having a first slit and a second slit, 
each of the slits being substantially normal to the 
longitudinal axis of the elongate body of material, 

the third portion being foldable over the second por. 
tion and attached thereto substantially parallel there 
with so that a pocket section is formed within 
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which a photograph is retained, the photograph be 
ing observable through the opening in the third 
portion, the pocket section thus being laterally posi 
tioned with respect to the first portion, the pocket 
section having a front side and a reverse side, 

the first portion being a message portion and being 
foldably movable over the front side of the pocket 
section to cover the pocket section with the first por 
tion disposed substantially parallel to the second and 
third portions, the flap covering a part of the sec 
ond portion with the tab disposed within the second 
slit to retain the first portion with respect to the 
pocket section to form an envelope for the photo 
graph, 

the first portion being pivotally movable to an angul 
lar position at the reverse side of the pocket section 
with the bottom edge of said body of material 
adapted to rest upon a support surface, the flap 
extending angularly from the first portion with the 
tab disposed within the first slit to secure the flap at 
an angle with respect to the second and third por 
tions at the reverse side of the pocket section so 
that an easel is formed, the flap having an edge 
adapted to engage a support surface as said bottom 
edge of said body of material rests upon the Sup 
port surface. 

2. A combination photograph easel and mailing folder comprising: 
an elongate substantially rectangular body of card 

stock material having a plurality of laterally aligned 
portions, there being a first portion, a second por 
tion, and a third portion, the portions being sub 
stantially equal in area, 

a flap extending laterally from the first portion, 
a tab attached to the flap and extending laterally there 

from, 
the third portion having an opening therethrough, 
the second portion having at least one slit therein, each 
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slit being substantially normal to the longitudinal 
axis of the elongate body of material, 

the third portion being foldable over the second por 
tion and attached thereto substantially parallel there 
with so that a pocket section is formed within which 
a photograph is retained, the photograph being ob 
servable through the opening in the third portion, 
the pocket section thus being laterally positioned 
with respect to the first portion, the pocket section 
having a front side and a reverse side, 

the first portion being foldably movable over the front 
side of the pocket section to cover the pocket section 
with the first portion disposed substantially parallel 
to the second and third portions, the flap covering a 
part of the second portion with the tab disposed 
within a slit of the second portion to retain the first 
portion with respect to the pocket section to form 
an envelope for the photograph, 

the first portion being pivotally movable to an angular 
position at the reverse side of the pocket section 
with the bottom edge of said body of material adapt 
ed to rest upon a support surface, the flap extending 
angularly from the first portion with the tab dis 
posed within a slit of the second portion to secure 
the flap at an angle with respect to the second and 
third portions at the reverse side of the pocket 
section so that an easel is formed. 
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